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Here's the book you need to prepare for CompTIA's updated Linux+ exam,     #XK0-002. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of     today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible     instructional approach that has earned Sybex the reputation as the leading     publisher for certification self-study guides, this book provides:

	Clear and concise information on setting up and administering a     Linux system     
	Practical examples and insights drawn from real-world     experience     
	Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a Windows- and     Linux-compatible testing engine and electronic flashcards


You'll also     find authoritative coverage of key exam topics, including:
	Determining hardware requirements     
	Configuring client network     services     
	Managing storage devices and file systems     
	Establishing security     requirements     
	Monitoring and troubleshooting problems     
	Creating procedures     and documentation


Look to Sybex for the knowledge and skills needed to     succeed in today's competitive IT marketplace.
     
     This book has been     reviewed and approved as CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum (CAQC). Students     derive a number of important study advantages with CAQC materials, including     coverage of all exam objectives, implementation of important instructional design     principles, and instructional reviews that help students assess their learning      comprehension and readiness for the exam.

       About the Author
   Roderick W. Smith is an experienced Linux administrator and author or co-author of several other books, including Linux System Administration and Linux Samba Server Administration, both from Sybex.
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Statistical and Adaptive Signal Processing: Spectral Estimation, Signal Modeling, Adaptive Filtering and Array ProcessingArtech House Publishers, 2005
This authoritative volume on statistical and adaptive signal processing offers you a unified, comprehensive and practical treatment of spectral estimation, signal modeling, adaptive filtering, and array processing. Packed with over 3,000 equations and more than 300 illustrations, this unique resource provides you with balanced coverage of...
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Strategic Intelligence: Business Intelligence, Competitive Intelligence, and Knowledge ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2006
Strategic intelligence (SI) has mostly been used in military settings, but its worth goes well beyond that limited role. It has become invaluable for improving any organization's strategic decision making process. The author of Strategic Intelligence:  Business Intelligence, Competitive Intelligence, and Knowledge Management recognizes synergies...
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Neural Systems for ControlApress, 1997

	Control problems offer an industrially important application and a guide to understanding control systems for those working in Neural Networks. Neural Systems for Control represents the most up-to-date developments in the rapidly growing aplication area of neural networks and focuses on research in natural and artifical neural systems...
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Developing Effective Engineering Leadership (IEE Management of Technology Series, 21)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2003
Engineering companies and other organizations face many serious challenges in the 21st Century. One that is now becoming widely recognized is the loss of corporate knowledge through staff turnover, whether it is natural or forced through downsizing or de-layering. The company’s store of knowledge and expertise is an asset built up through...
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Photoshop Retouching Cookbook for Digital Photographers: 113 Easy-to-follow Recipes to Adjust and Correct Your PhotosILEX, 2005
You’ve decided to build your own computer. Congratulations! That statement might seem a little like “You’ve decided to fly a 747” or “You’ve decided to teach yourself accounting” — but I’m here to tell you that this book was especially written to make it both easy and (believe it or not) fun to...
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Geographic Information Systems and ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Geographic Information Systems and Science has become the pre-eminent textbook in its field, for students and practitioners alike. Its unique approach communicates the richness and diversity of GIS in a lucid and accessible format. This fully revised and updated second edition reinforces the view of GIS as a gateway to science and...
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